Infrared Converter FIW-USB
FIW-USB

Infrared Converter

Wireless infrared converter with USB port for the universal remote control
Logitech Harmony Touch (available from specialist retailers).
Only 0.05 watt standby loss. Smart Home sensor.
Note: Remote control not included in scope of supply.
Either connect to a device with power supply to the USB socket or use a USN charger for mains
voltage. USB plug Type A with 2m connecting cable.
The wireless infrared converter converts the predefined infrared telegrams of the universal remote control UFB-Harmony Touch into wireless telegrams for the Eltako wireless network. Otherwise
it has no function of its own.
The downstream wireless actuators are taught in and then controlled using the keys on the
universal remote control. The green LED on the FIW indicates every detected infrared telegram.
One actuator can be controlled by each of the max 34 channels e.g. for lighting, blinds, awnings
and roller shutters.
In as-delivered state, the FIW sends a message every time one of the numeric buttons on the UFB
is clicked. This permits the teach-in of 10 rapid channels using the numeric buttons.
The numeric buttons in the actuators can be taught-in either as direction switches or
universal switches. Dim function with up and down arrow buttons in the navigation cross.
When a numeric button in the associated actuator is taught-in as direction button, first select the
channel by pressing the numeric button when the device is in service, then control by pressing
the up and down arrow buttons in the navigation cross.
Another 4 channels can be set to the + and - of the volume and channel buttons, e.g. for the
central control of lighting and shading.
A further 3 direction buttons can be taught-in directly using the left and right buttons in the
navigation cross, the fast forward and fast reverse buttons and the buttons for forward skip
and reverse skip.
In addition, the four labelled buttons in the display with the colours red, green, yellow and blue
are available as scene buttons for lighting or shading. You can change their labels using the
enclosed CD and a Logitech Internet access. The central control signals ON/OFF or UP/DOWN
can also be taught-in here as scenes and labelled accordingly.

WEEE registration number DE 30298319
FIW-USB

Recommended retail prices excluding VAT.

Wireless infrared converter with USB port

EAN 4010312311158

93,50 €/pc.

